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Dear Grandma. 
 
We love you and we miss you. 
 
I understand now what you used to say; that we are all Instars. Each generation fated to shed 
our lives and start again many times.  
We are at first no more than a stream of untethered thought born of green eggs and hanging 
round our mother’s skirt. Starting out, hapless plankton drifting on the current, fortunate if we 
make it our first day let alone long enough to grow into a new skin. 
Then there is our Baby teen, his body is lithe and noise springs from him, sonic sounds that 
often group and bump together (the meaning we have not yet fixed). His speed casts shadows 
on my fingers, never calm but rarely seen, we leave him to his burrow. Change for him a not 
quite right affair. Unjust is as clear as fresh water is disgusting and he wears the tartness on his 
face as lyrics to his body song. 
Now I am older I can appreciate that our roles are fluid labels. Today it is I who 
sheds one battle dress for another, this task of finding a mate at times 
seems all consuming. Soon it will be the role of parenthood that I will wear tight against me 
for many months, but my route to warmer waters is now  
well-practiced. There I can let go the young, knowing I have 
done my best for them. 
The one exception to this propensity to change 
is Grandpa, although he is not past learning, 
usually to lose a foe, that slides like some 
pollutant yoke leaving scars that reveal 
his patina, rich tones, depth of self. 
He is glorious in his palate. To be all 
that he achieved and still look 
for what he might do takes grace 
not eyes; he knows us by the  
smell of us, and we come,  
sometimes behind 
sometimes carrying him 
But always together,  
towards you. 
 
Different generations  
but bound somewhere 
between first evening star 
and depths of winter. 
 
Grandma, there is something in the water here that weakens me, I can write no more today. For 
now, yours as ever  
                                        Homarus 
 
 


